openQA Infrastructure - action #75244
coordination # 69478 (Blocked): [epic] Upgrade o3+osd workers+webui to openSUSE Leap 15.2

Upgrade osd webUI host to openSUSE Leap 15.2
2020-10-24 11:53 - okurz

Status:

Resolved

Start date:

Priority:

High

Due date:

Assignee:

cdywan

% Done:

0%

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Category:
Target version:

2020-10-24

Ready

Description

Motivation
Need to upgrade machines before EOL of Leap 15.1 and have a consistent environment

Acceptance criteria
AC1: osd webui host runs a clean upgraded openSUSE Leap 15.2 (no failed systemd services, no left over .rpm-new files, etc.)

Suggestions
read https://progress.opensuse.org/projects/openqav3/wiki#Distribution-upgrades
Reserve some time when the instance is only executing a few or no openQA test jobs
After upgrade reboot and check everything working as expected

Further details
If we loose access to the machine we need the help of EngineeringInfrastructure as only they have access to the VM
Related issues:
Copied from openQA Infrastructure - action #75241: Upgrade o3 webUI host to o...

Resolved

2020-10-24

History
#1 - 2020-10-24 11:53 - okurz
- Copied from action #75241: Upgrade o3 webUI host to openSUSE Leap 15.2 added
#2 - 2020-11-04 20:39 - okurz
- Status changed from Workable to Blocked
- Assignee set to okurz
let's wait for the corresponding o3 ticket first
#3 - 2020-11-27 17:40 - okurz
- Status changed from Blocked to Workable
- Assignee deleted (okurz)
o3 is good. We can go ahead
#4 - 2020-12-14 17:54 - cdywan
- Assignee set to cdywan
#5 - 2020-12-14 19:47 - cdywan
- Status changed from Workable to In Progress
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Turns out test -f /etc/openqa/openqa.ini && sudo -u geekotest /opt/openqa-scripts/dump-psql pg_dump: [custom archiver] could not open output
file "/var/lib/openqa/SQL-DUMPS/2020-12-14.dump": Permission denied but it looks to have created a dump anyway.
Downloading packages again after package download failure
Rebooted, all lookig good, new jobs are running, existing jobs were picked up with no disruption
#6 - 2020-12-14 23:14 - cdywan
- Status changed from In Progress to Feedback
#7 - 2020-12-16 09:28 - okurz
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
we checked one more time together, all looks good.
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